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Green IT: Reduce Your Information System's Environmental Impact While Adding to the Bottom LineMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Reduce the environmental and budgetary impact of your IT infrastructure

This groundbreaking work offers a complete roadmap for integrating environmentally sound techniques and technologies into your Information Systems architecture. Green IT explains how to adopt a business-driven green initiative and provides a...
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OpenStack Swift: Using, Administering, and Developing for Swift Object StorageO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up and running with OpenStack Swift, the free, open source solution for deploying high-performance object storage clusters at scale. In this practical guide, Joe Arnold, co-founder and CEO of SwiftStack, brings you up-to-speed on the basic concepts of object storage and walks you through what you need to know to plan, build,...
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Beginning Office 365 Collaboration Apps: Working in the Microsoft CloudApress, 2018

	
		Start making the most of the latest collaboration tools in Office 365?including SharePoint, OneDrive, Office 365 Groups, Office, Teams, Yammer, Planner, Stream, Forms, and Flow?and integrate them into your team’s projects to boost productivity, engagement, innovation, and enjoyment at work. This book walks you through the...
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Amazon Web Services for Mobile Developers: Building Apps with AWSSybex, 2017

	A practical, real-world introduction to AWS tools and concepts


	Amazon Web Services for Mobile Developers: Building Apps with AWS presents a professional view of cloud computing and AWS for experienced iOS/Android developers and technical/solution architects. Cloud computing is a rapidly expanding ecosystem, and...
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The Myths of Security: What the Computer Security Industry Doesn't Want You to KnowO'Reilly, 2009
If you think computer security has improved in recent years, The Myths of Security will shake you out of your complacency. Longtime security professional John Viega, formerly Chief Security Architect at McAfee, reports on the sorry state of the industry, and offers concrete suggestions for professionals and individuals confronting the issue. Why is...
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Solar and Stellar Dynamos: Saas-Fee Advanced Course 39  Swiss Society for Astrophysics and AstronomySpringer, 2012

	Astrophysical dynamos are at the heart of cosmic magnetic fields of a wide range of scales, from planets and stars to entire galaxies. This book presents a thorough, step-by-step introduction to solar and stellar dynamos. Looking first at the ultimate origin of cosmic seed magnetic fields, the antagonists of field amplification are next...
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Introducing Windows AzureApress, 2009

	Windows Azure is Microsoft's next-generation cloud-computing operating system and is designed to provide companies with new business opportunities as they migrate toward hosted services.


	Introducing Microsoft Azure provides all the information developers need to get started with this new technology and apply it across...
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BizTalk 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2010

	By the time you’re reading this in a bookstore, BizTalk will have celebrated its tenth birthday. Over the past decade, there have been seven releases of Microsoft’s enterprise integration server, and it has become the most broadly deployed integration middleware technology in the industry, with over 10,000 customers worldwide....
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Silverlight 4 Business Intelligence SoftwareApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software allows you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, which makes comprehending mountains of data easier. BI is everywhere. Applications that include reports, analytics, statistics, and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of BI. Currently, we are in the second...
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Mashup Patterns: Designs and Examples for the Modern EnterpriseAddison Wesley, 2009
Using new mashup tools and technologies, enterprise developers can impose their own APIs on everything from Web sites and RSS feeds to Excel and PDF files–transforming a world of content into their own customized informationsource. In Mashup Patterns, Michael Ogrinz applies the concept of software development...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 2011 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, managing, and securing the newest version of Dynamics CRM. Authored by three leading Microsoft Dynamics implementers, it illuminates new opportunities to deploy CRM as a hosted service (SaaS), integrate with...
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Beginning ScalaApress, 2015

	Beginning Scala, Second Edition takes a down-to-earth approach to teaching Scala that leads you through simple examples that can be combined to build complex, scalable systems and applications.


	This book introduces you to the Scala programming language, its object-oriented and functional programming characteristics, and...
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